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InTouch

The Battle over Temporary
Locking Devices
By Jerry Heppes Sr., CAE

The theme of this edition of Doors + Hardware is life
safety and the ADA. As we all realize, life safety in
buildings is governed by an elaborate series of codes
and standards. One of the core components of our
industry is managing the appropriate balance of life
safety and security in door assemblies. We accomplish
this through proper product applications and door
assembly solutions which meet building codes as well
as the American with Disabilities Act, which was signed
into law in 1990.
The system certainly has some shortcomings but overall
is fairly effective—as long as you don’t disregard the
jurisdictional code, standards and laws. Why would
anyone disregard these requirements? In some cases,
and probably most instances, it has to do with knowledge—either the lack of or the common liability of a
little knowledge can be dangerous. The codes are complicated, and the solutions for door assemblies require
an expertise of products, code requirements and creativity—our industry’s value proposition!
I can accept the fact that part of the challenge we face
is the lack of knowledge resulting in violations and
even dangerous openings, because it is inadvertent.
However, what I can’t accept is a blatant disregard of
these regulations.
Temporary door locking devices—often referred to as
barricade devices—violate a multitude of life safety
codes and ADA requirements. However, there is a fastgrowing movement to use these products because
they are inexpensive and satisfy the very real fear
people have of an “active shooter” event at their children’s school. Unfortunately, fear can often drive poor
decisions!
In Ohio, for instance, the State Fire Marshal prohibited
the use of barricade devices that were purchased by
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parents of a local school. In protest, the issue was presented to the public and the Ohio Building Standards
Board (OBSB), after an intense public debate, ruled
against their use as well. However, someone contacted
a state legislator, who attached an amendment to the
Ohio budget bill that required, by law, that the OBSB
accommodate these products by changing the code
requirements. A law was passed to disregard the life
safety code. This decision was made by regulators who
have no business making such a decision and was a blatant disregard of the standards board as well as the life
safety codes—a disturbing act.
I am not going to address in this article the many dangers and unintended consequences of using these
products. Our industry, along with the Door Security &
Safety Foundation (DSSF), has done an excellent job of
making that case. What I am concerned about is a trend
to disregard a tried and true system of building and
fire codes. This is a trend that we as an industry have
a responsibility to address regarding door assemblies.
Accordingly, DSSF is launching a massive public relations campaign entitled “Opening the Door to School
Safety.”
This multi-level campaign will incorporate videos, social
media messaging, public media exposure and targeted
delivery of messages to key audiences. You will hear
more about this in the coming days as the DSSF will
reach out to the industry to help us stand up against
decisions which violate codes, standards and ADA laws
impacting door openings. In the meantime, take the
time to research these products—you will be thoroughly alarmed! 
JERRY HEPPES SR., CAE, is the CEO of DHI. If you’d like to
comment on this article or any others within the August
issue, email dgable@dhi.org.
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DHI MEMBER SINCE: 10 years. I have been in the
industry for over 20 years.
OCCUPATION: Senior Project Manager
CHILDHOOD AMBITION: Always wanted to be professional football player (NFL not soccer). But doors and
hardware was a close second!
FIRST JOB: Cook for Hardee’s. In this industry, I began as
a truck driver helper, completing various manual tasks.
WHAT LED YOU TO OUR INDUSTRY? My father,
Bill Copeland, got the job for me. He has been in the
industry longer than I have been alive, since 1977.
PROUDEST PROFESSIONAL MOMENT: After working
full-time and going to college part-time for what seemed
like forever, to finally graduate from college with a bachelor’s degree. Landing good projects would be a close
second.
BIGGEST CHALLENGE: Being a Redskins fan and having
to work with Cowboy fans. Changing companies and
going from a small business to one of the largest, if not
the largest, in our industry, where there is more of a corporate structure.
GUILTY PLEASURE: When the timing is right, I love
taking the family to Disney World. It’s not a place
for relaxing but seeing the joy in my two daughters’
faces; although I think my wife enjoys it more than my
daughters!
FAVORITE BOOK/MOVIE: Bill Bryson’s A Walk in the
Woods along with his others. Favorite movies would be
anything Star Wars or Star Trek. I’m a big JJ Abrams fan.
Of course, there is always the NFPA 80 or IBC book if I’m
feeling up to it.
MENTOR/HERO: This is a tough one because I have had
so many mentors in my 20 years in this industry. I will
deflect to my two cousins who are Brothers Osbourne,
country music musicians. For as long as I have known
them, they have always been hard at work excelling
at their craft, and they are finally starting to get some
notice. At the same time, they are very family-oriented
and down to earth.
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WHEN DECIDING ON
SECURITY ENTRANCES, BE
CAREFUL OF THE “GOTCHAS”

Using these seven decision-making
factors is essential
By Greg Schreiber
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With over 140 years’ experience, we’ve installed
thousands of entry solutions and talked to end
users all over the world. Based on this extensive
experience, we’ve developed a comprehensive
and consultative process for choosing the right
security entrance. This decision methodology
can help end users avoid serious mistakes and
make the best security entrance product decisions for the long term.
That said, no process is perfect, and we’ve
come to observe that certain organizations will
consider some of the decision criteria quite well,
but then still leave out one or two factors. We
call these the “Gotchas,” and when forgetting
or ignoring any one of the decision criteria, you
can end up with a security entrance that doesn’t
meet the unique needs of your organization.

Seven Decision-making Criteria

We can divide the entrance solution decision-making process into two parts. During the
before installation phase, purchase decisions are
often weighted towards security, aesthetics and
ROI. After installation, however, and once there
is no going back, throughput, training, service
and safety play a more prominent role.

While initially aesthetics or security usually
jump out as paramount, all seven decision factors
contribute to an effective security solution. For
most decisions, the before criteria are relatively
prominent and well understood—so far, so good.
Where the “Gotcha” rears its less-than-pleasant
head is in the pesky factors that often don’t occur
to the decision-makers until the new security
entrance has been installed—the time better
known as “too late.”

Some Gotcha Mini Case Studies

We’ll walk through each of the four after installation factors and demonstrate through real-market mini-case studies why it is so crucial to
incorporate each of these criteria into a comprehensive decision-making process.

Throughput affects users directly on a daily
basis and is critical to user acceptance of a new
security entrance. Before you commit to a particular kind of entrance solution, carefully and
manually calculate the throughput requirements
for your entrances, ideally during a five-minute “rush hour” period. Note deliveries and
wheelchairs. Don’t rely solely on access control
numbers if you have swinging doors, as multiple
tailgaters could enter on a single authorization
and reduce the count. Once you have the counts,
research security entrances’ throughput specs.
It’s also worthwhile to inquire if a solution
allows for “card stacking,” which is explained in
the following case study:

A Houston-based company installed an array
of optical turnstiles in their regional headquarters lobby. Unfortunately, they did not research
throughput numbers and the turnstile they
installed required each user to badge in, walk
through the turnstile, and then for the turnstile
barrier to reclose before the next user. During
peak times, lines would form. Eventually, the
company decided to replace the turnstiles in
favor of a model that allowed multiple registrations with access control (“card stacking”) before
entering and also kept its barriers open as long
as all the users were authorized. The difference
was an increase in throughput from 22 to 60
people per minute per lane—and that made all
the difference.

Training usually isn’t considered a major factor
when choosing an entry product, and yet it is
key to long-term success and customer satisfaction. Since most manufacturers do not directly
install their products, they should then provide
a comprehensive technical training program and
some form of certification to create successful
service providers for end users.
A financial services company purchased an array of high-security portals to protect a sensitive
area for records and data. A few months after
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installation, which had been supervised by the
manufacturer, one of the portals required service
because it was rejecting authorized users. When
a technician from the local distributor arrived, he
took one look at the portal and said, “I’ve never
seen one of these before.” He then spent hours
on the phone with the manufacturer to receive
on-the-fly training. Clearly, there was a training
disconnect between the manufacturer and the
distributor.
Another important aspect of Training focuses
on the actual users themselves. How will they
learn to use the new equipment once installed?
Many sophisticated security entrances require
a limited range of acceptable behaviors, making training a necessity for optimal safety and
throughput.

A major insurance company decided to install a
single security door at one of their buildings on
their large headquarters campus. The employees
didn’t receive any formal training beyond, “Just
badge in and step through the door.” The only
problem was if an employee did not step directly under the presence detection sensors in the
ceiling, the door did not rotate and allow entry.
This training “gotcha” caused numerous complaints. The manufacturer suggested a formal
orientation week and stepped in to ensure that
managers were trained, and then “ambassadors”
were posted to assist employees. Complaints
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decreased dramatically and, over time, management decided to install more of the same security
doors at several campus buildings.
Service considerations typically come last, or
not at all, when making a buying decision. Yet,
during and after installation, the level of service
directly impacts continued operations and ROI.

A Philadelphia office tower installed two optical turnstiles in their main lobby that matched
the building’s aesthetics beautifully. After a few
years, one of the turnstiles stopped working, and
a part had to be ordered from Europe—downtime was estimated at four weeks. With only two
opticals in their lobby, having one out of service
was unacceptable, and the owner immediately began looking into replacing the turnstiles.
Elsewhere in Pennsylvania, a Pittsburgh hospital had a security door that was out of service.
Management was shocked to find out that the
nearest authorized service provider was over
eight hours away—gotcha!

Consider the negative impact of a delayed installation or service visit or delayed parts availability
on your building entrance procedures—all because Service was left out of the decision-making
process.
Safety, too, is rarely discussed during the bidding process. However, it is the one factor that
could quickly and possibly tragically undermine

the success of the project. Most security entrances use a barrier of some kind, the more sophisticated use presence sensors to detect objects
or users. Before buying, ask how a product
prevents entrapment or contact, and how it
responds to either event. The answers should
then be weighed against your security vs. safety
needs, your users and their ability to be trained,
the product’s response to an incident during
peak periods (does it stop and require re-badging?), and whether large objects are typically
carried or pulled behind.

A California software company wanted a security revolving door that only allowed authorized
users to enter at night and also provided piggybacking prevention. During the day, however,
they wanted the same door to allow the public
to enter along with any children for a daycare
center inside. The architect was unaware that
piggybacking prevention and public use don’t
mix very well, especially with children involved.
A security revolving door requires “trained traffic.” The door’s small quadrants, which are ideal
for a single person and piggybacking prevention,
lack the trailing door wing sensors that large
automatic revolvers must have for public safety.
This is because such sensors would stop the door
far too often.
Due to frequent contact incidents, the company decided the public need was greater than
the piggybacking prevention, and they had to
incur the expense of replacing it with a manual
revolving door that had night-locking feature
with an access control system to allow off-hours
employee access.

You Forget Corporate Culture
at Your Peril

We’ve discussed seven crucial decision factors
here, but there is one more factor to consider:
Culture. Culture permeates all the other decision
factors and is critical to success. Do people care
about their personal safety in Boise at the same
level as those in Manhattan? Are all manager
stakeholders involved in the buying decision:
from CEO to Finance to HR to the facility
manager? Is there high employee turnover or
students requiring recurring training? Entry
solution providers should understand your company culture and be willing to assist in implementing a culture shift through communication
and training.
A State University in North Carolina installed
optical turnstiles with drop arm barriers at its
recreational facility to prevent unauthorized

We’ve discussed seven crucial
decision factors here, but there
is one more factor to consider:
Culture. Culture permeates all
the other decision factors and is
critical to success.
access to gym equipment and reduce liability. A
receptionist registers each student with the access control system and then opens the barriers.
This ensures that freshman get an orientation to
entrance procedures. Eventually, the university
will phase in, over several years, a biometric
access control system that will allow bypassing
the receptionist. At first, it will be voluntary,
rewarding those who register with an expedited
entry. Eventually, it will be universal. This staged
approach ensures a smooth culture shift.

Another more drastic example of Culture happened a few years ago at a West Coast internet company. A new CEO was hired, and he
ordered the turnstiles in the front lobby to be
removed because “this company isn’t about
barriers.” So, it pays to inform the CEO of new
security measures and why such measures were
taken! Speaking of the west coast, some companies allow dogs to come to work, which greatly
affects which security entrances can be used
safely and effectively!
The success (or failure) of a security entrance
project must start and end with a comprehensive, consultative process that considers the full
range of factors for the ultimate decision. As
we’ve seen above, a conscientious leader can
preside over a process that includes most of the
eight essential criteria, but forget one and even
a careful, comprehensive effort can result in a
big “gotcha” that brings a new security entrance
project to a crashing halt. 
GREG SCHREIBER is Vice President
of Sales at Boon Edam Inc.
He can be reached at
Greg.Schreiber@boonedam.us.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR PERIMETER
DOOR SECURITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEMENT IN SCHOOLS
Nine proven ways to help schools
achieve successful perimeter security
and access management, resulting
in a safer learning environment
By Ann Timme

Although school shootings are a rarity
in the United States, they command
the lion’s share of media attention
when it comes to reporting on school
violence. It’s an unfortunate reality
that these tragedies often serve as
a catalyst for other school administrators to take a hard look at their
security measures, particularly their
vulnerability to outside attacks. But
progress is being made.
According to a new study by the
National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES), the percentage of
public schools reporting the use of
security cameras increased from just
19 percent in 1999–2000 to 75 percent
in 2013–14. During this same time, the
percent of public schools reporting
that they controlled access to school
buildings by locking or monitoring
doors during school hours increased
to 93 percent. This is an increase of 18
percent from 1999-2000.

However, as Doors + Hardware readers are no doubt aware, the push for
improving school security in the wake
of recent tragedies like Sandy Hook

has also had some unfortunate results.
Several states have ignored both existing codes and the warnings of their
fire marshal and approved the installation and use of barricade devices.
Many of these devices are not code
compliant and could actually prohibit
egress and endanger the life safety of
the school’s occupants in the event of
an emergency.

Rather than installing devices that
could potentially put lives at risk,
school officials and administrators
should instead be encouraged to
consult with security professionals
to evaluate their existing security
measures and protocols and develop
a strategy that will implement best
practices for improving their perimeter security and access management
to help create a safer learning environment. Here are nine areas to consider:

1. Establish a single point
of entry for school hours.

This is preferably a front door location
that is easily seen and supervised to
provide more control over who should

– and shouldn’t – enter the building.
The main entrance should be clearly
marked by signage with directions to
a visitor management center. Creating
one primary location for individuals
to enter the building creates a far more
secure environment.

2. Create a vestibule to manage
visitor entry.

The first to the school and the second
to the front office. A vestibule at the
main entrance provides an additional
layer of perimeter security. The design
automatically funnels visitors into
a main office before granting them
access to other parts of the school. The
vestibule is open and monitored while
students are arriving in the morning and once classes begin, the door
that accesses the school is locked. As
visitors approach, an intercom system,
camera, impact-resistant windows and
pass-through drawers should be used
to allow staff to safely verify each visitor’s identity and reason for entering
before he or she is allowed access to
the office via a push-button release.

DOORS + HARDWARE
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3. Install visitor
management software.

A visitor management software
system employed at the vestibule entrance offers a number of access management benefits, including allowing
control to secured areas, knowing
who’s on campus and the reason for
his or her visit, pre-registering visitors, screening against unwanted
guests and performing background
checks on visitors before allowing
them access.

First, the visitor’s credential (driver’s
license, military ID, etc.) is scanned
and their information is automatically
captured. Second, other information is
captured as needed, such as a signature, photo, the name of the person
being visited and reason for the visit.
Third, a customized visitor badge is
printed and issued. If an access control system is in place throughout the
school, issuing electronic credentials
can ensure the visitor is given access
only to the areas of the school that
are required – preventing access to
areas where they don’t belong. Schools
should also ensure that a clear policy
is stated, notifying guests that visitor
badges should be worn at all times
while in the school.

4. Deploy electronic
access control.

Implementing an access control system provides many benefits, including
providing a higher level of security,
additional visibility and reporting of
activity, more control over secured
areas, lowered risk of illegally duplicated keys and an easier and less
expensive method for replacing lost
or damaged credentials. The risk of
unwelcome visitors entering school
grounds is mitigated because individuals must present a credential such as
a card, fob, or PIN to gain access.
There are two basic types of electronic
access control systems—offline and
networked. Offline, or standalone
solutions are not connected to a
network and include mechanical and
electronic locks. These locks cannot
communicate with each other, but
© iStock | oztasbc
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A successful perimeter security and access
management plan requires the collaboration
and participation of all involved parties,
including first responders.
require a credential such as a key,
PIN or card for access. Conversely,
networked electronic access control
systems are connected to a network either wirelessly or by being hardwired
to the system and provide real-time
control through access control software. This provides the potential to
lockdown faster, and can be integrated
with other systems such as video cameras, digital video recording, alarm
monitoring and badging. Schools can
also set schedules to restrict access
outside of school hours, limiting traffic
and unwanted visitors.

members’ necks. When integrated
properly, a pressed panic button can
automatically alert law enforcement
and other predetermined security personnel, allowing for quick response.
There are different types of systems
to choose from. Schools should make
sure to collaborate with school security officials, local law enforcement and
solution providers to choose one that
meets the needs of the school and integrates with other systems as needed.

7. Install institutional
grade products.

Schools environments are subject to
high levels of wear and tear and it’s
important to make investments in
products and solutions that are built
to withstand abuse. Properly functioning openings are key to successful
security management. Every opening
should be built with institutional
grade doors, frames and door hardware. A patented key system and
impact-resistant glass or glass film

5. Leverage an interoperable
communications platform.

A successful perimeter security and
access management plan requires
the collaboration and participation of
all involved parties, including first
responders. At the first sign of an
emergency, schools need to ensure
that police, fire and rescue personnel
can quickly be alerted of the problem
and provide help. Putting into place
an interoperable communications
platform allows school security to
alert first responders of an incident
using two-way radios, and provide
first responders immediate access to
the building.

6. Install a panic alarm system.

Panic buttons add an extra layer of
security to a comprehensive perimeter security and access management
plan. They can be placed at strategic
points, such as just inside the entry
vestibule where incoming visitors are
checked in or in each classroom, and
even worn on lanyards around staff
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should also be used. These solutions
should integrate (as needed) with the
access management system to accomplish overall goals. Once solutions are
in place, it’s important to ensure that
teachers and staff understand best
practices for their application in order
to make the most of their security
capabilities.

8. Ensure that all other points of
entry are secured at all times.

Unsecured doors have the potential
to allow two types of events to occur
unnoticed — either an uninvited guest
entering or a student exiting. Often
times, an entry point becomes compromised when a teacher or student
props it open for the sake of convenience. There are a number of security
devices available to ensure that all
points of entry are secure at all times
while still allowing free egress in the
event of an emergency. Sensors are
available that alert staff via an audible
alarm when a door is not secure and
door status switches notify access
control or monitoring systems of any
issues. Note that, when installing
these types of systems, it is vital to
properly train staff on how to respond
should any alarms go off.
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9. Train and drill all staff
on policies, procedures
and technologies.

In order for security solutions to perform at their best, school staff must be
fully trained on policies, procedures
and technologies. Training and drills
must be consistent and repetitive —
one time is not enough to ensure proper execution during a real emergency.
Another key point is to ensure that
policies and procedures are not
viewed as suggestions or optional; to
be successful, they must be mandatory. Not using technology as intended
creates a vulnerable situation where
a person intending harm can become
familiar with which staff members
are not using the security systems as
designed and plan an attack using this
information.
Perhaps the only bright spot in the
discussion of how to make schools
safer is the fact that overall rates of
school violence are falling. According
to the NCES report, between 1992
and 2014, the total victimization rate
at public schools declined 82 percent,
from 181 victimizations per 1,000
students in 1992 to 33 victimizations
per 1,000 students in 2014. That’s a

significant decline, and although the
report did not cite any specific cause
for the falling crime rates, it did note
that the percentages of public schools
reporting the use of various safety and
security measures has been steadily increasing over the last 15 years.
Although the report does not directly
link the two, it will seem obvious to
anyone in the security or architectural
hardware industry that improving
access control and security results in a
safer school environment.
Although the rates are falling, there is
a still a great deal of work that needs
to be done. School administrators,
parents and teachers are all relying on
this industry to provide the necessary training and solutions that are
essential to providing a positive, safe
learning environment for future generations of students. 
ANN TIMME is the
Marketing Manager,
Vertical Markets for
Allegion. She can be
reached at ann.timme@
allegion.com.
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UNDERSTANDING
THE IMPORTANCE
OF EXIT DEVICES
By Chris Gaughan

One of the toughest challenges for
public safety is when crowds of people
gather indoors. Fire marshals, police
and other professionals are aware of
what can go wrong in a panic or emergency situations where people suddenly want to flee the premises, but
most people tend to take their safety
in such situations for granted.
That’s why modern exit devices—
those horizontal push bars on a door
that most people never give a second
thought to—are designed to operate
without having to think about it.

It’s not optional, it’s the law: every
building that can accommodate large
numbers of people must be designed,
constructed and maintained in a way
that ensures that everyone inside
can get out quickly and safely, even
if they’ve never been in the building
before and are unfamiliar with it.

In an emergency, people need to be
able to open an exit door immediately
without having to spend any time figuring out how it opens. An exit device
provides single-motion egress; just
push on it and it opens. That’s why the
push pad of an exit device—the part
that actuates the device—must be half
the width of the door. Even if a crowd
is in a panic and pushing against
the exit door, the crush of the crowd
against the push pad will cause it to
release.

The rules that identify what kinds of
buildings require exit devices come
from the International Building Code
(IBC), a model code developed by
the International Code Council (ICC)
and revised every three years, most
recently in 2012. The code is not mandatory until a state or local jurisdiction
adopts it – at which point it becomes
law. In general, buildings and indoor
areas where more than 50 people are
expected to gather are required to be
equipped with exit devices.

A crucial point to understand: it is
against regulations to place additional locks on a door with an exit device.
Perhaps in ignorance of the law,
perhaps because some facility managers feel they can never be overzealous
enough about security and are concerned about unauthorized entry by
intruders, people sometimes do apply
additional locks or security devices
to an exit device-equipped door. This
is especially true in the case of doors
located in remote areas of a building
that may not be under continuous
visual observation. It should never
be done – it’s against building codes,
against fire codes and against the law
and completely defeats the purpose of
emergency egress.
In any case, it’s not even necessary,
thanks to delayed-egress exit devices.
If someone pushes on the push bar,
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an alarm will sound and the device
will not open for 15 seconds. These
are applicable in certain situations; for
example, a big-box retailer might need
to have an emergency exit at the back
of the store but doesn’t want someone
to walk out with a TV. If they try to
sneak through the door, the alarm
will sound and the door will not open,
giving security time to prevent the
theft.
Delayed egress exit devices are allowed on doors serving any type of
occupancy except assembly, educational and hazardous materials, but
only when used in conjunction with
an automatic sprinkler system. Upon
activation of the sprinkler system, the
delay function of the device is deactivated, allowing free and immediate
egress.

Delayed egress devices are also used
in places like stairwell access in hospitals and university dormitories and
in hospital maternity wards, which
require free egress but are also among
the most secure areas of a hospital. In
these cases, authorized personnel can
use credentials like ID or prox cards to
override the exit device.
Exit devices and doors can be certified
as either fire-rated or non-fire-rated,
depending on their location in the
building. Fire-rated doors and frames
are designed to withstand fire for a
specific period of time. They prevent
backdraft and keep fire from spreading in a building, thus keeping people
safe and protecting property. The exit
devices installed on such doors also
have to be fire-rated.
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is the
main regulatory authority that sets
fire-rated standards for exit devices.
It’s no surprise that UL’s testing procedures are rigorous. UL builds a wall
with a doorframe, and mounts a steel
door with the exit device to be tested.
Then a furnace is started and flames
attack the door and the exit device
for three hours at a temperature of
about 2,000 degrees. After the flames
subside the door is hit with cold water
from a fire hose to simulate a real-life
scenario.
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In addition to meeting UL standards,
exit devices must also conform to the
standards set by the Builders Hardware
Manufacturer’s Association and the
National Fire Protection Association.
To pass the test, the latch has to stay
latched. The entire device can melt off
the door during the test, but the latch
has to stay latched. This is what keeps
people safe in the event of an actual
fire; those who are in a part of the
building that is not burning don’t have
to be concerned about a backdraft
reaching them and have time to get
out of the building.
Even if a device passes UL’s testing,
the safety assurance process doesn’t
end there. UL-listed exit devices and
other certified door hardware are
often retested every one to three years.
If a manufacturer makes any changes
to a product it has to go back to UL
and be retested. UL can also send
field inspectors to a manufacturing
facility and take a product right off
the production line to inspect it and
make sure it’s compliant. If it’s not, UL
has the right to shut down the facility.
The manufacturer’s laboratory is also
inspected one a year by a UL team
that makes sure the lab’s equipment
is calibrated and certified to National
Institute of Standards and Technology
requirements.
In addition to meeting UL standards,
exit devices must also conform to
the standards set by the Builders
Hardware Manufacturer’s Association
(BHMA) and the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA). The
BHMA sets minimum standards for
performance, such as the number of
cycles a device operates before failure.
BHMA Grade 1, the association’s top
rating, stipulates that a device has to
withstand 1 million cycles before it
fails.

Exit devices must also comply with
the guidelines of the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA). The device
must be installed at a certain height
above the floor, and must be able to
be opened without any twisting or
pinching. To accommodate visually
impaired people, exit devices will
have levers with a textured back that
can be felt by someone who can’t see
the device.

Beyond safety considerations, the
choice of an exit device can be influenced by concerns about operational
noise, and appearance. Exit devices
that use motors rather than solenoids
typically are quieter in operation,
which is desirable in places like
hospitals and dormitories. Solenoids
tend to be loud. And appearance is
almost always a concern – architects
and designers want door hardware to
look good and complement the rest of
a building’s fittings and décor.

The good news is that the functionality, safety, durability and yes,
appearance of exit devices has improved steadily over the years. Today’s
exit devices are safer and more user
friendly than ever. 
CHRIS GAUGHAN is
Director of Product
Management for ASSA
ABLOY Americas. He has
been in the industry for
more than 15 years in
various strategic and
product roles. He has
been a contributing
author to multiple access control ANSI and ISO
standards. Chris holds bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in mechanical engineering from
Manhattan College and a master’s of business
administration from Santa Clara University.
He can be reached at
Christopher.Gaughan@assaabloy.com.
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Case Study

Photos courtesy of Hager Companies
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A Look Inside Noah’s Ark
By Ginny Powell
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Tucked into the all-American city of Lakeland,
Fla., is not just a community, but the realization
of a dream initiated by a small group of parents
nearly 20 years ago. It’s called The Village at
Noah’s Landing.

The Village at Noah's Landing

Nearly two decades ago, a small group of
parents of adult children with special needs
met while watching their children take part
in sporting activities. They began to talk with
each other about what would happen to their
kids if they were no longer around. Who would
oversee their care?
Their worries were further reinforced when
they discovered that the options for care in and
around Lakeland were extremely limited. But
instead of becoming defeated, these five sets of
parents took action—big action. In 1997, they
created Noah’s Ark of Central Florida.

The first homes were built between 2002 and
2007 and are located near downtown Lakeland.
Called Noah’s Nest, this clustering of four houses is home to 17 residents living independently
with the support of their fellow residents, family and friends.

A Dream of Building a Community

While Noah’s Nest was a great start, the dream
was always to build a bigger community for
adults with developmental disabilities. The
Villages of Noah’s Landing, with Phase I scheduled to open later this summer, is precisely that.

Phase I can accommodate up to 132 developmentally disabled residents and only takes up
a fraction of the property’s 62 acres. When all
phases are complete, the community will offer a
wide selection of social, recreational, educational and vocational choices, and provide for the
health care needs of its residents.
“Due to this project’s long-term vision, it was
important that we consider the many product
verticals that are available,” says John Cohrs,
Director of Specifications for Hager Co. “We
created our specifications based on how Noah’s
Landing is projected to grow over time – from
multi-family residential to their health care
facilities in the future.”
Noah’s Landing will also have several common
areas for social interaction. “There will be a

clubhouse with a commercial-grade kitchen and
dining facility so residents can come together
in one place to eat and have fun,” explains Jeff
Rhodig, third vice president on the board of
directors, a designer by trade and the community’s volunteer activities director.
The community’s master plan is a product of
many families working together. Safety and
lifestyle needs were all top considerations, and
according to their website, the goal is to create
“an inclusive community where adults with
special needs can be safe, enjoy a variety of
activities and build lifelong friendships with
others.”
This pedestrian-oriented community will
feature apartment-styled one to four-bedroom
homes that are clustered together to promote
socialization and community.

Each resident has their own “apartment” within
an up-to-four-bedroom home. The floor plan
includes common areas—a kitchen/dining area,
living room and laundry facility—for all to
share and enjoy, while each resident has his/her
own master suite that includes a full bathroom
and bedroom that allows the residents privacy,
as well.
A heightened sense of comfort and security is
important for persons with special needs and
their families, which is why additional measures have been taken to include gated control
entrance into the community during nighttime
hours, security cameras and an on-site security
guard.
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Life Safety and ADA a Top Concern

While creating an enjoyable and interactive
community was important, above all else was
the safety of the residents, which begins inside
the homes. “Accidents happen,” says Rhodig,
“which is why life safety was at the forefront of
every design decision we made.”
The exterior doors are equipped with keyless
entries. “One of the many things we learned
from The Nest is that our residents sometimes
forgot to lock the door,” notes Rhodig. “For
Noah’s Landing, every resident will have a key
fob for their homes. Now the door is always
locked.”

Some of the other home safety items include
fire sprinklers and placing fire extinguishers in
every kitchen, in addition to safety fire ladders
in every second-floor bedroom. Additionally, 13
apartments are geared toward the hearing impaired. When the doorbell rings, a light flashes
inside.

ADA integrations were also included.
Apartments on the first floor are made for
wheelchair accessibility, and the interior doors
of all units have Hager’s 3600 series handle,
which is ADA compliant and much easier to use
than a knob.
“Due to Hager’s broad product base and overall
industry knowledge, we were able to provide
solutions that not only complied with building
code and ADA standards, but also the client’s
budgetary considerations,” notes John Kay of
KBO Sales, who represents Hager Companies in
the Lakeland area.

CONTRIBUTE TO
DOORS + HARDWARE IN 2016
Doors + Hardware welcomes informative, educational feature
articles and case studies that discuss new technology, new
products and problem solving.
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Companies are permitted three case studies per year, and
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To discuss submitting an article or a case study, or for a copy
of our 2016 Editorial Calendar, email Managing Editor Denise
Gable at dgable@dhi.org.
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Outside, while not regulated by ADA, the
sidewalks are eight feet—double the width of
a typical sidewalk. “We built them this way so
our residents can ride their bikes, drive their
golf carts and still pass walkers.”

Plans for Future Growth

With Phase I nearly complete, the board has
their sights set on the next phase of construction. Noah’s Landing is intended to be a life-long
residential community. A future phase includes
a supportive living home with 24-hour care so
as residents grow older, and as their personal care needs change, they can remain in the
community they call home. There are also plans
for building more apartments to accommodate
more residents.
“When writing specifications, we all recognize
how important it is to keep the vision the owner
has at the forefront,” says Cohrs. “You need to
select products that are going to meet form, fit
and function not just now, but at each phase of
the project. I feel that the door and hardware
industry, as a whole, does that quite well, and I
am proud that our team could be part of such
an amazing and worthwhile project.”

The Village of Noah’s Landing is a culmination
of true dedication and determination to see a
dream realized. To learn more about Noah’s Ark of
Central Florida, visit www.NoahsArkFlorida.org. 
GINNY POWELL is Digital Marketing Specialist for
Hager Companies. She can be reached at
gipowell@hagerco.com.
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The Role of
DOOR HARDWARE in
ENSURING LIFE SAFETY
By David Kase

Hospitality venues house rooms of all sizes that can serve innumerable functions, such as the conference rooms shown here,
which feature exit devices with vertical rods.
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At this resort, exit devices with vertical rods control
access to and from an outside pool area and a
spa for guests. Aesthetics, as well as function are
important; choosing a security solution that blends
with the surrounding decor is vital for hospitality
and entertainment venues.

Accessibility, security and life safety
are three essential aspects to keep
in mind when specifying hardware.
Paying attention to the codes and
standards set forth by several industry sources, including Underwriters
Laboratories (UL), Builders Hardware
Manufacturers Association (BHMA),
and National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) is paramount.

The standards created by these
institutions often become adopted
by local authorities in jurisdictions,
becoming a part of the local building
codes. Ensuring the effectiveness of
access installations and protecting the
well-being of users relies on compliance with these codes and standards.
Let’s take a closer look at the three
primary life protection considerations
in specifying door hardware.

Accessibility

Accessibility with regard to door hardware generally refers to providing the
means for people with disabilities to
enter or exit a building. The idea is
that everyone should be able to have
independent access to all public and
many private facilities.
The ADA Standards for Accessible Design
as issued by the Department of Justice
provides guidelines while ICC A117.1
provides the actual code language on
how hardware is to be installed and
function to provide this accessibility.
Compliance with reference standards
can vary significantly from one municipality to another. In local code language, special accessories contributing
to accessibility may or may not be cited. Their benefits transcend the needs
of persons with disabilities and also
help the elderly, children, and people
dealing with temporary injuries or
conditions. They also provide added
convenience to the general public.

Security

Buildings must be secure to protect
their inhabitants and contents. BHMA
standards specify the performance
parameters of door hardware to
provide this security. To help ensure it
can withstand normal use, abuse, and
even break-in attempts, door hardware
must be certified to the appropriate
BHMA standard. BHMA-certified
products are tested on a schedule to
ensure compliance.
BHMA standards address the performance and security elements of door
and hardware, providing defined
minimum industry standards rather
than upper-end boundaries. Reflecting
life-cycle tests, static load, and other strength ratings, many products
exceed the minimum standards by
factors five, 10, or even more.

Life Safety

The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 101 – The Life
Safety Code controls life safety requirements. When specifying door
hardware, fire safety is arguably
the most important life protection
consideration.

NFPA 101 ensures door hardware
operates as intended for egress from a
building while maintaining security. In
general, exit devices (also called “panic
devices”) deliver one-motion egress to
ensure occupants can easily (simply by
pushing the touch bar with any part of
their bodies) exit a space in emergency
situations. This one push functionality
has become embedded in many standards and codes because of its effectiveness in threatening situations.
NFPA addresses all types of applications in detail. A delayed-egress exit
device is a prime example of a practical, yet safe application of door hardware. Anyone can push on the exit
device touch bar without any special
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A law firm equipped individual offices with
mortise locks for heightened security.

knowledge or effort to open a means of egress, but the
door will remain locked and sound a horn for 15 seconds
(or 30 seconds, depending on the applicable codes) before
allowing egress. This feature offers a safe means of leaving
a building while deterring would-be thieves from grabbing
merchandise and making a quick exit or having someone
in institutional care leave the premises without authorization. If a building’s smoke detectors, fire detectors, or
sprinkler system activate, the delayed egress feature is
overridden to provide immediate access.
If you’re not familiar with fire rating—which is stated in
terms of time—as it applies to doors and hardware, you
may be surprised to learn that the standards are higher for
doors than for those governing adjacent walls; the opening
is more vulnerable to being breached by fire. The standard
required ratio between the fire-rated time for a wall and
the door connected to it is 1:1.5.

Local Authorities Having Jurisdiction and local building
codes drive the specifications of fire-rated openings. NFPA
101 and NFPA 80 - Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening
Protectives contain the actual specification language. The
requirements in those codes usually provide general mandates; for example, a single-movement opening with the
exit device or hose-stream performance in door assembly
fire testing. Because multiple design solutions might successfully achieve those ends, the actual products required
are not defined, and specifiers have freedom to choose
what they deem will work best for the application.
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Right: As shown in this school, exit devices are used on internal fire
doors. These doors are closed in the case of a fire to help reduce the
possibility of the fire spreading while allowing easy egress for anyone
that may still be in the area.
Below: At this school, a cylindrical lockset was chosen to control access
to an office, which remains visible thanks to transparent glass walls.

An Evolving Art and Science

The leading code organizations setting the requirements
for door hardware performance focus on achieving life
protection results rather than advocating particular brands
and designs. Determining the materials that will best meet
the code and standard requirements of a building relies
on the knowledge, skill, and experience of an architectural
hardware specifier.
With emerging technology and evolving safety concerns,
all standards have scheduled updates to keep up with current needs. Standards and codes provide the information
necessary to accomplish life protection objectives, while
national, state and local governments put those standards
and codes to use in ensuring the safest buildings possible.

It’s critical to always stay in the know of which codes apply
to the building or facility location. Often, you’ll discover
those codes are more rigid than performance requirement
standards, and they’ll dictate what viable options you have
when deciding on door hardware. 
DAVID KASE is the ANSI DHW Lock Product
Manager for dorma+kaba. He can be reached at
david.kase@dormakaba.com.
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GET TING
					 THROUGH
THE DOOR
Solving Complex Barriers to Accessibility

By Timothy J. VanderHeiden and Paul Klein, CASp

Title III of the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) requires
all public accommodations to provide their goods and
services to people with disabilities on an equal basis with
the rest of the general public. Public accommodations
include most businesses and services we all use each and
every year. These include restaurants, hotels, theaters,
convention centers, retail stores, shopping centers, dry
cleaners, laundromats, pharmacies, doctors' offices,
hospitals, museums, libraries, parks, zoos, amusement
parks, private schools, day care centers, health spas,
bowling alleys, etc.
The goal is to afford every individual the opportunity to
benefit from our country’s businesses and services, and
to afford our businesses and services the opportunity to
benefit from the patronage of all Americans. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau, nearly one-half of all people over
the age of 65 have a disability. There are over 56 million
people with disabilities in the United States—one out of
every five Americans.
This number keeps growing as our population ages. The
number of adults age 65 and over is projected to double
by the year 2030. People with disabilities have $175 billion
dollars in discretionary spending power!
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Removal of Barriers

To assist owners and facility managers in complying with
the ADA for existing facilities, there are a set principals or
priorities established in 28 CFR Part 36, Section 36.304(c) (1)
(Removal of Barriers) of the ADA. The first of these is to make
improvements to your facility that provide the greatest
degree of access for most people to your products and
services. Following this concept is helpful in prioritizing
and providing a starting point for barrier removal. This
includes making entryways barrier-free; that is, to modify
(as necessary) to provide access to entryways on the path of
travel from the parking lot into facilities and rooms where
your products and services are provided.
This significantly affects the door hardware industry in
several ways. Our industry is called upon to provide the
necessary products and solutions which solve complex
barriers to accessibility in the most cost-effective manner.
Facility owners and managers are faced with the dilemma
of having to modify buildings, sometimes of antiquated
architectural design, under the sometimes conflicting, or at
least confusing, statutory language of the ADA. Local and
state building codes, some of which are in concert with the
ADA and some of which are not, must also be considered
when deciding the most appropriate ways to remove barriers.

The ADA distinguishes between the standards of
		compliance for new construction, additions
and simple barrier removal for existing facilities.
Fortunately, with the adoption of
the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible
Design (2010 ADAS) which became
effective throughout the United States
in March 2012, there were many
improvements and corrections. This
was the first major update to the 1990
ADA Standards, and many states are
following suit.
The ADA distinguishes between the
standards of compliance for new
construction, additions and simple
barrier removal for existing facilities.
New construction must incorporate
accessibility by design, construction
methods and products used.
Unfortunately, mistakes are made,
and retrofit accessibility products can
sometimes provide solutions. Altered
facilities must also comply with
new construction standards to the
maximum extent feasible, and retrofit
products are frequently used. All
newly constructed or altered areas of
facilities, either commercial or public,
must be made accessible. When the
alteration goes beyond simple barrier
removal and involves remodeling or
renovation, different rules for barrier
removal apply.

Depending upon the extent of
the alteration and the functional
area modified and the usability of
that area, different standards or
burdens, to the extent of accessibility
modifications required, may be
placed on the building’s owner.
For existing facilities, the ADA
“requires the removal of architectural
barriers…that are structural in
nature….where such removal
is readily achievable, i.e., easily
accomplishable and able to be carried
out without much difficulty or
expense.”

Door Thresholds

This brings us to one of the more
difficult problems presented by
existing buildings: door thresholds that
are too high to comply with the 2010
ADA standards. Everyone agrees that
threshold height can be a significant
barrier to someone in a wheelchair or
with another form of disability, but
removing that barrier can be difficult
when also considering the construction
of an ADA level landing or using a
ramp with a 1:12 slope.

Very simply, it is desirable for a person
in a wheelchair to be on a level surface
when opening a door to be able to
manage a wheelchair on a slope that is
not too steep. Fortunately, the height
of most thresholds that are out of
compliance allow for modular levellanding systems which can maintain
existing slope and allow a person in
a wheelchair to approach and open a
door on a level maneuverable surface
area. In these instances, it’s important
to specify the side approach to these
landings and be mindful that the cross
slope be no greater than two percent.
Interpreting the 2010 ADA while
considering local building codes is
not always easy and often demands
interpretation, especially when you are
trying to determine the best alternative
to a difficult situation. Therefore,
best practices suggest that if your
building was constructed before 1991

Figure 303.2 Vertical Change in Level

and a threshold is out of compliance,
and is 3/4” or less in height, and
there is no other modernization or
construction going on, then a modest
threshold ramp would act as a ”readily
achievable” accommodation. However,
in every other instance, a level landing
at the door threshold would be
required for threshold modification.
Clearly, the major impact of the ADA
is on existing facilities. As stated in
2010 ADAS Section 202.3.1 Prohibited
Reduction in Access: An alteration that
decreases or has the effect of decreasing the
accessibility of a building or facility below
the requirements for new construction
at the time of the alteration is prohibited.
Although the ADA encourages
“readily achievable” solutions to
existing problems, once alterations
for barrier removal has been initiated,
all work must comply with the 2010
ADAS as for new construction and
cannot be a reduction of access. This
was not as clear under the 1991 ADAS.

2010 ADAS Section 404.2.5 requires
all thresholds at doors to be a ½” high
maximum. Thresholds between a ¼”
and a ½” shall be beveled with a slope
not steeper than 1:2. Thresholds that
do not exceed a ¼” high maximum
may be vertical. Existing or altered
thresholds ¾” high maximum that
have a beveled edge on each threshold
side with a slope not steeper than 1:2
are not required to comply.

Figure 303.3. Beveled Change in Level
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A facility owner or tenant is often faced with
the problem of having many door thresholds
of ¾” or greater which do not meet with the
2010 ADAS requirements. Gene McFarren, an
architect in Chico, Calif., points out that, “In the
past, because of problems with water and moisture
penetrating framing, many commercial building
doorways were constructed with rises in thresholds
to prevent water damage. On-grade concrete floor
slab systems in the 1967 Uniform Building Code
required exterior lath extensions to extend below the
floor line, which was before the advent of high-grade
sealants.” Thus, past building requirements and
construction practices may now conflict with
present the 2010 ADAS for existing facilities.

Facility owners throughout the country
have thousands of thresholds demanding
modification, involving substantial retrofit
modification and expense. Deciding to ramp or
construct a level-landing at existing thresholds
can become confusing when considering Section
404.2.4.1, Maneuvering Clearances at Manual
Swinging Doors and Gates, which requires that
there be a level landing area for hinge side and
latch side swing door approaches.
Essentially, landing areas in front of door
thresholds must be level, a requirement which
seems to conflict with desirability of using
modular ramping systems as a practical solution

Figure 1
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to an access problem. These can appear at the
interior of a door as with a new wooden sport
floor system installed, (See Fig #1) or at the
exterior of a door system where threshold height
modification is required. (See Fig #2)
The readily achievable standard, however,
encourages some reasonable solution to the
problem for the benefit of the disabled person
and the facility owner. Ken Manrubia, a
commercial door and hardware specialist of
DLR Sales in California, states, “The choice for
customers is to either build up the concrete around
the building or put in a modular ramp system. If one
is using a ramp system, he should consider not only
product cost but also installation method and cost.”

Modifications can be made using expensive
traditional methods of saw cutting and
reforming cement or by using less costly
alternative level-landing products with
transitions on front and side approaches.
Concrete, pre-fabricated aluminum, and
rubber matting landing systems are the usual
options, aluminum and concrete being the most
expensive to purchase and install. The rubber
level landing and ramping system also have the
advantage of being easily cut to fit in the field
and can be attached with adhesives or other
fastening devices.

SECURE YOUR
SUCCESS WITH
MIDWEST
UNLOCK PRODUCTS FROM THE
LEADING BRANDS—ONE CALL,
ONE SITE

ORDER ONLINE AT THE NEW

midwestwholesale.com

Powerful search options to find what you need, FAST!
Extensive resources at your fingertips, NOW!
Online ordering makes your job EASY!

800.821.8527
midwestwholesale.com
DOORS + HARDWARE
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Figure 2

ADAS Minimum Maneuvering Clearance for Doors and Gates on the PUSH Side
Approach Direction

Perpendicular to Doorway

Parallel to Doorway

FRONT

48 inches

0

FRONT–Closer and Latch are provided

48 inches

12 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

HINGE SIDE

42 inches

22 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

HINGE SIDE–Closer and Latch are provided

48 inches

22 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

LATCH SIDE

42 inches

24 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

LATCH SIDE–Closer is provided

48 inches

24 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

ADAS Minimum Maneuvering Clearance for Doors and Gates on the PULL Side
Approach Direction

Perpendicular to Doorway

Parallel to Doorway

FRONT

60 inches

18

HINGE SIDE

60 inches

36 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

HINGE SIDE

54 inches

42 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

LATCH SIDE

48 inches

24 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

LATCH SIDE–Closer is provided

54 inches

24 inches beyond the LATCH SIDE

ADA has been around for 25 years and is here to stay.
The door and hardware industry will increasingly
be called upon to provide accessibility products and
solutions to large and small businesses and public
entities. With the growing Baby Boomer generation
reaching retirement age, this will continue to demand
full inclusion in the social and economic fabric of our
country, and it behooves providers of products and
builders to familiarize themselves as much as possible
with the ADA requirements.

Most importantly, design officials, code enforcement
officials, contractors, product suppliers and the disabled
community must continue the dialogue to determine
affordable and acceptable products for compliance
purposes.
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TIMOTHY J. VANDERHEIDEN, J.D., is
President and CEO of Van-Duerr Industries,
Inc. He received his J.D. from the New College
of California School of Law and a bachelor’s
degree in political science from California
State University, Chico. He can be reached at
TimV@safepathproducts.com.
PAUL KLEIN, CASp, is co-owner and principle with California Certified Accessibility
Specialists, Inc. He has worked for several
jurisdictions in the greater Sacramento area
over the last two decades as a Building
Inspector, Senior Plans Examiner, Assistant
Building Official and Chief Building Official.
Paul is a Certified Access Specialist (CASp) by
the California Division of State Architect and
is certified by the International Code Council as an Accessibility
Inspector/Plans Examiner. He can be reached at pklein@calcasp.com.

Start Your
Career Today!

Career Center

A searchable database for job seekers and employers.
DHI members receive exclusive and significant discounts,
as well as complimentary resume postings.
UPLOAD YOUR CAREER

careers.dhi.org

DHI LEAD Academy:
An Education Evolution
By Steven Ross

Steven Ross talks to DHI LEAD Academy participants at DHI conNextions.

Frontline leaders manage 80 percent of today’s
workforce and comprise more than 50 percent of all management. With this in mind, a
question: What investment has your company
made recently—or ever—to better equip your
frontline managers to grow and develop into
effective leaders to better support your business
objectives?
Welcome to the DHI LEAD Academy!
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Responding to member feedback and an acknowledged gap in “training other than technical,” DHI Leadership partnered with IRI
Consultants (IRI) to establish the DHI LEAD
Academy. With a direct focus on providing
member organizations access to cost-effective
and proven development training for frontline
managers and supervisors, this is part of the
“education evolution” commitment highlighted
within New Day. New DHI. New Opportunities.

What is the DHI LEAD Academy?

Quite simply, the DHI LEAD Academy
is an investment in strengthening the
all-important frontline management
layer of your business. A modular program intended to be experienced over
a six to 12-month period, the program
allows time for reinforcement and application of key leadership principles
and behaviors between sessions.
Each four-hour module covers a core
topic critical to effective leadership,
with two modules typically taught
back-to-back to minimize travel cost
and time away from the office. The
facilitated workshops include instruction, role-play scenarios and small
group activities to reinforce and apply
leadership skills and behaviors in a
safe learning environment with fellow
DHI colleagues and peers.

Launched at conNextions 2016 in
Orlando, the first two modules lay
the foundation with From Peer to
Manager to Leader and Leading
People Differently, which includes as
pre-work an online personal DISC
assessment. This assessment focuses
on helping your frontline managers
understand their behavior preferences, and learn how to recognize preferences among their direct reports.
These modules teach how they can use
the “Platinum Rule” to modify their
behavior to more effectively connect
with and positively influence each
employee differently.

• Only 18 percent of those currently in management roles demonstrate a high level of talent for
managing others (Gallup State of
the American Manager)

“I see the DHI LEAD
Academy as a critical
piece of your education
that can immediately be
applied and exercised
on a daily basis, with
DOORS
AND
This approach has served DHI memgreat
impact. This
levelHARD
bers well and remains a key comSalsbury
ponent of organizational strength.
of training equally
offers Indu
However, more recently organizations
the opportunity to invest
have recognized that the extent to
which their managers can motivate,
in your personal growth,
engage and develop their workforce
directly impacts both operational and
reaching far beyond any
financial success. The following data
supports this thinking:
Runs in: skillset you will typically
Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct,
learnDec
in a single course.”
The Case for Leadership Training
DHI member organizations—both
manufacturers and distributors—typically focus on productivity, quality
and a high level of responsiveness to
customer requirements to survive and
thrive in today’s competitive market.
Managers recognize and focus on
these three areas to maintain and
expand business opportunities.

Additional LEAD Academy topics
include:
• Coaching Employees to Higher
Performance

• Leading Others Through Change
• Resolving Interpersonal Conflict
• Planning and Running Effective
Meetings

DOORS + HARDWARE
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“Team dynamics are the wild card for a business that has the ability to
rapidly impact culture and productivity in an instant. Having the tools,
training and support in place to proactively work through these situations
should be a foundational given. The DHI LEAD Academy makes this possible
in an efficient and calculated manner that goes far beyond the practices most
businesses struggle to put in place and continuously support.”

• 30 percent of employees report a lack of supervisor
support (Towers Watson 2014 Global Workforce Study)

You may ask: “Is the time and expense worth it? After all, it’s
hard to measure success of ‘soft skill and leadership’ training. We
need to justify the ROI.” If you agree with the statistics that
frontline managers play a key role in the success, engagement and job satisfaction of your employees, then ask
yourself these questions:

• Managers account for 70 percent of variance in
employee engagement scores across business units
(Gallup State of the American Manager)

What is the true financial impact of losing a valued employee due
to the above factors, whether a top salesperson, operations person
or your top warehouse worker? The physical cost of running ads
and hiring, hoping to find someone almost as good? The cost of
your time? Of employee morale? Of employee stress levels covering the vacant position until filled?

• Only 55 percent of employees feel inspired by their
leaders (Towers Watson 2014 Global Workforce Study)

• Only 28 percent of Millennials feel that their current
organizations are making “full use” of the skills they
currently have to offer (Deloitte 2015 Millennial Survey)

• Employees who report feeling valued by their employer are 60 percent more likely to report they are
motivated to do their very best for their employer
(Psychologically Healthy Workplace Program, “American
Psychology Association Harrison Interactive,” Workplace
Survey)
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Now, let’s reverse the question: What is the value of keeping your employees satisfied, engaged, and retained?
When asked this way, the investment in frontline managers
seems compelling.

LEAD ACADEMY
10 Modules – Core Content Areas
Resolves Conflicts
Peer Manager Leader
Organizing Time
Managing Performance
Leading Others Through Change
Leadership Communication
Lead People Differently
Effective Teams
Effective Meetings
Coaching to Higher Performance

.50
.21
.46
.46
.44

SecurityBolt Mortise Lock
9100SEC
+ Exceeds Detention Grade 1 Impact

.40
.46
.53
.34
.40

Data shows average score improvement across
each core content area on a 1-5 rating scale

Testing by 4x the standard up to 2,400
impacts (ASTM F1577-05)

+ Designed to resist physical attack and
vandalism

+ For use in residential entrances,
schools/universities, detention centers
and healthcare facilities

What do the Managers Learn? Does it Make a
Difference?
The DHI LEAD Academy is modeled after LEAD Academy
programs that IRI has successfully created and launched
across various industries. The numbers in this chart show
definitive, significant improvement across all areas of curriculum as measured by pre- and post-assessment by the
direct reports of LEAD Academy participants.

By launching the DHI LEAD Academy, DHI has indeed
evolved with an expanded commitment to member and
industry training. The important question: “Isn’t it now time
for your business to evolve with DHI?”
For more details on the DHI LEAD Academy, contact
Julie Walter, jwalter@dhi.org or Steven Ross,
sross@iriconsultants.com. 
STEVEN ROSS, AHC, is a veteran of the door and hardware industry, with
roles in territory sales, regional and national sales management. Active
in DHI chapter leadership, Ross received his AHC credentials in 1991. With
additional Fortune 500 corporate roles in global leadership and management, Ross now puts his extensive experience to work as a learning consultant focused on human performance. With IRI Consultants, and with a
passionate focus on sales, leadership and business acumen, he is the lead
team facilitator of the DHI LEAD Academy. Contact him at sross@iriconsultants.com.

Editor’s Note: At time of publication, DHI is considering
programs to present additional LEAD Academy modules.
If interested, please contact Julie Walter at 703.766.7036
or jwalter@dhi.org.

Shown here with ADA compliant + ligature
resistant trim with paperclip protection.

Contact Us.
203.348.8865
sales@accuratelockandhardware.com
accuratelockandhardware.com
MADE IN THE USA
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Another Success! 2016 Spring
School Exceeds Expectations
DHI’s recent Spring Technical School
in Lansdowne, Va., exceeded expectations, drawing 172 students for a week
of industry-specific education, which
included 17 different classes.

Meet the DHI Education Team

“International Volunteer Week happened to fall the week of the Spring
Technical School in Lansdowne,” said
Ann McCrady, M.Ed., CPL, Director of
Education. “It was an interesting coincidence since DHI relies so heavily on
volunteer instructors.”

 Valerie Gardner is our Education and
Certification Coordinator. Valerie
jumped right in and met many students in Lansdowne.

“The feedback from students regarding
the quality of the instructors this
spring was incredibly positive,”
McCrady continued. “Students consistently tell us that networking with
others in the industry as well as having
industry experts as instructors are
two of the most positive aspects of
attending a DHI technical school.”
“A constructive change to one of
the advanced level courses, AHC207,
involved presenting the class in three
different manners to determine the
most effective option,” she said.
“AHC207 was conducted in a hybrid
format in Lansdowne that included
both online, instructor-led sessions
as well as two days face-to-face. In
Montreal, this course was conducted
as a five-day face-to-face course. Some
students prefer the online sessions,
which give them time between sessions to practice and learn the content,
with a shorter time face-to-face and
out of the office. Other students indicated a preference for the entire course
to be held at a school face-to-face
and without the interruptions of their
daily work. Both methods appeared to
be very effective in assisting students
in learning the proper methods of
Advanced Applications and Detailing.”
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We are excited to be at full staff with
the addition of a new Education and
Certification Manager and a Director of
Certification:

 Laura Frye, AHC, CSI, CCS, FDAI, has
joined DHI as Director of Certification.
Laura has significant experience
working for a distributor and in manufacturing, as well as being actively
involved as an instructor and in
assisting with the updates to AHC207
before joining DHI. She will play an
integral role in the modernization of
the testing process for all of the credentials, both existing and new.
 Hanne Sevachko, Education Manager,
continues to assist many students
with her ‘secret power’ to develop
student learning paths and identify
the courses that will be most helpful
in achieving career goals. Whether
you are working with staff or navigating this on your own, know that
we are here to assist you in achieving
the education or credentials that you
need.
 Rodney Weaver, AHC, FDAI, CAI, CFDI,
is the Director of Technical Services
and rounds out the team at DHI to
support members in gaining the
education necessary to effectively
compete in the door and hardware
industry.
 Ann McCrady, M.Ed., CPL, Director of
Education, works on the continuous
improvement and development of
DHI education, with the support of the
others in the education department.

2016 DHI SPRING SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS
Carlos Alcantar, FDAI*

Mary Hinton, AHC

2016 ROSI AWARD
RECIPIENTS

Paul Baillargeon, AHC, FDAI

Russ Hooker, AOC, FDAI

35-Year Instructor Award

Richard Bradbury, EHC

Mark Lineberger, AHC/EHC, FDAI, FDHI

H. Stephen Bettge, DAHC, FDAI

James Caron, AOC

Sarah Melluso

10-Year Instructor Award

Mark Chester, AHC

David Pedreira, AOC, FDAI

Paul Baillargeon, AHC, FDAI

Laura Frye, AHC, FDAI

Jerry Rice, FDAI, FDHI

Jason Gehrs, AHC, FDAI, FDHI

David Gale, EHC

Robert Schnarr

David Pedreira, AOC, FDAI

Lee Garver, DAHC, FDHI

Lloyd Seliber

5-Year Instructor Award

Jason Gehrs, AHC, FDAI, FDHI

Mark Waller, FDAI*

Robert Schnarr

Andy Geremia

Rodney Weaver, AHC, FDAI

Patricia Hardbower, AHC, CDC

*Instructor Candidate

J. Philip Henk, AHC, FDAI
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DHI Canada Spring Technical
School – the Best Yet!
MAY 30 – JUNE 3
By Carolyn Vignon

The registrations started early and they just didn’t stop coming until we hit the highest
attendance record in DHI Canada history. We ended up with 80 plus students enrolled for
346 training days. To say attendance exceeded our expectations is to put it mildly—a tough
record to beat!
But of course it wasn’t all work. We threw a bit of fun into the school with a repeat of our
Student Appreciation Night. This event started as a thank you a few years ago and now it’s a
tradition at Canadian schools. The pizza, beer and wine is on us; the students bring the fun.
Again, there were some successful additions to the school:
•

Jason Gehrs and Ros Shender joined Keith Pardoe as our slate of U.S. instructors continues to grow. They were so good, we might need to get them back.

•

AHC207 was successfully taught in a five-day in-class format for the first time ever.
Thanks to Kristi Scott, Jason Gehrs and Keith Pardoe for stepping to the plate to teach
this challenging course.

•

The AHC exam prep course attracted seven students, so we’re anxiously awaiting a new
batch of credentialed members in the new future.

We couldn’t do it without a great deal of support from a great number of our members.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ONE OF OUR OWN!
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Lawrence Beatty, AHC, FDHI, is a Past President,
previous Education Director and a long-time instructor, and now
he’s earned the honor of becoming a Fellow of DHI.
DOORS + HARDWARE

OUR DEDICATED
INSTRUCTORS
Lawrence Beatty, AHC, FDHI
Richard Bradbury, EHC

Thanks to our outstanding co-directors of education Malcolm Frye, FDHI,
and Paul Jackson. Thanks to K.M. Thomas for providing storage for our
Eastern school samples.

Tim Ettinger, AHC/FDAI
Malcolm Eyre, FDHI
Jason Gehrs, AHC, FDAI, FDHI
Paul Jackson, DAHC
John Kalnay, EHC
Jill McCreary, AHC/FDAI
Alan D. McMurtrie, DAHC
Keith Pardoe, DAHC/CDC/FDAI
Robert Rowarth, AHC
Roslyn Shender, AHC/CDC, FDAI, CSI
Kristi Scott, AHC
Mark Sorrenti, EHC
Scott Suppes, AHC
Bob Watson, AHC
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Product Showcase

Special
Advertising
Section
To be included in the next
Product Showcase, contact Molly at
mlong@dhi.org for more information.

C GET
NORTON 7500
SERIES STRENGTH AND
PERFORMANCE
The Norton 7500 Series institutional door closer is
ideal for interior and exterior doors in facilities that demand
reliability and superior performance. Available at Midwest
Wholesale Hardware, this door closer provides the strength and
quality you need for all your door hardware and security solutions.
www.midwestwholesale.com

D ANOTHER FIRST FROM
DELTREXUSA!
Model HF107 Hand/Foot Push Plate
Control Assembly. Available in
lengths from 30” to 60” with SPDTmomentary 6 Amps @ 125VAC/28VDC
1-gang switches and marine type
Aluminum construction as standard.
Finish can be any color and copy is
optional.
www.deltrexusa.com
A

A AKRONLINE – A MORE PROFITABLE TOOL.
Akron Hardware is focused on making Akronline the best online tool to locate
product, check price, and purchase door hardware. The updates we've made to
Akronline make it a more useful and profitable resource for our customers.
www.akronhardware.com
B EA SERIES DOOR PROP ALARM
Improve security with a cost-effective door prop alarm. SDC door prop alarms
feature audible sirens with adjustable timer settings, two outputs, bypass
status indicator light, and vandal-resistant aluminum construction. Available to install in single gang or
double gang enclosures. Optional
Push-To-Exit buttons, Keylock and
Mortise Cylinder Reset/Bypass
Switches are also offered.
www.sdcsecurity.com/Door-ProAlarm.htm
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E PREMIUM PRODUCT MIX
Security Lock Distributors is pleased to announce the addition of BEST Access Systems, Precision Hardware and
Stanley Door Closers to our premium product mix. Our core stocking principles have been applied to these brands
as we maintain all finishes, functions, designs, lengths, voltages and electronic options in stock and in depth.
www.seclock.com
F REGAIN EXCESSIVE GAP LOST FIRE RATINGS
NGP introduces a UL tested solution for regaining lost fire ratings due to excessive gaps between door (wood or
metal) and frame. The simple to install products include: 9200 self-adhesive intumescent fire seal, 9250 series of
intumescent door shoes, and strike shims for proper lock latching.
www.ngpinc.com
G SECURITYBOLT MORTISE LOCK
Accurate Lock introduces the new high security mortise lock that exceeds Detention Grade 1 Impact Testing by 4x
the standard up to 2,400 impacts. Designed to resist physical attack and vandalism, this lock can be used in a variety of environments including: residential, schools/universities, healthcare facilities and detention centers. Shown
here with ADA compliant, ligature resistant crescent trim; ideal for use in behavioral healthcare settings. Contact
us with your requirements.
www.accuratelockandhardware.com
H OMNIA LEVER LATCHSETS
Known for easy installation, outstanding value, and quality craftsmanship, OMNIA latchsets are consistently specified for commercial projects. Solid brass lever styles range from contemporary to ornate and are offered in a wide
assortment of finishes to complement any design motif. OMNIA’s stainless steel levers enhance any modern project.
www.omniaindustries.com
I PROTECTION NOW COMES IN FRAMES
Just like Acrovyn Doors, the new Acrovyn Frame System was designed with high-traffic areas in mind. Featuring
durable PVC-free Acrovyn material, this system withstands the daily impact and wear facilities dish out, eliminating the need for constant painting and repair. Now door frames no longer have to be facility eyesores.
www.c-sgroup.com/door
J A
 RCHITECTURAL WOOD DOORS
VT Architectural Wood Doors offer the perfect balance of elegant style and proven performance. Beyond the
beauty and functionality of our doors, VT is grounded in 60 years of building relationships with customers and
supplying them with unmatched customer service. Accurate orders. Speedy delivery. And the fastest lead times in
the industry. That's the VT difference. Experience it for yourself.
www.vtdoors.com
DOORS + HARDWARE
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K 9400 STAINLESS STEEL BARN DOOR HARDWARE
Where space is limited, Hager Companies’ 9400 Stainless Steel Barn Door
Hardware is a smart choice. For sliding glass or wood doors, this premium
hardware system delivers a smooth and quiet glide and is an elegant
solution for hotel rooms, office spaces, multi-family and assisted living
facilities.
www.hagerco.com
L TOWNSTEEL ELECTRONIC LINE
TownSteel electronic line offers digital keypad and proximity locks.
Keypad/RFID technology integrated with ANSI/BHMA certified grade 1
mortise or cylindrical locks provides more secure and safety access control
than ever before.
www.townsteel.com.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Do you have a new product, service
or catalog to showcase? You
can reach industry stakeholders
interested in your non-residential
doors and hardware products – it is
as easy as 1-2-3 and it’s affordable
too! This special 4-color ad section
is available 4 times per year. The
2016 schedule is: February, May,
August and November. Reserve your
placement TODAY.
www.dhi.org/advertising

M IN STOCK AND READY
Top Notch Distributors is an authorized national distributor of Stanley’s
BEST Access Systems. We have product in stock and ready for immediate
delivery!
www.topnotchinc.com
N INCLUDE DOORS IN YOUR DESIGN
Virtually indestructible Acrovyn Doors can now include signage, messaging, photographs and graphic images, and can even act as part of a full
wall mural. Acrovyn Doors by Design are manufactured by embedding
images behind our rugged PVC-free Acrovyn Rigid sheet. With Acrovyn by
Design, you no longer have to sacrifice durability for aesthetics.
www.c-sgroup.com/acrovyn-doors

OWN IT.

TM

RESERVE®

ESTATE®

We Are The LARGEST
Baldwin Distributor ANYWHERE!

• Largest supply of in-stock inventory — including the hard-to-find products
• More Baldwin inventory than ever before in Nevada, Missouri,
and Massachusetts warehouses
• We are product and rekeying experts — we have been selling Baldwin
for over 35 years

OUR WAREHOUSE IS YOUR WAREHOUSE!
Whether you call Top Notch Distributors or Boyle & Chase,
we can deliver what you need at a GREAT PRICE!
Orders are shipped from the warehouse closest to your location.

800.233.4210 • 800.325.2530

sales@topnotchinc.com • www.topnotchinc.com

TND GIVES
YOU MORE!

Learn about our
special Baldwin
promotions at
topnotchinc.com/
baldwininfo

Pennsylvania • Missouri • Nevada • Massachusetts
DOORS + HARDWARE
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Commentary

2

VERY LARGE

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU &
YOUR ORGANIZATION

By Jonathan Karacozoff

While spending an evening brainstorming I came across the article,
"One Reason for Netflix's Success - It
Treats Employees Like Grownups." In the
article by Timothy Stenovec, he wrote
about the Netflix culture and their
legendary 124-slide presentation titled
"Netflix Culture Deck." As one famous
COO put it when talking to reports
about the presentation, "May well be
the most important document ever to
come out of the Valley."1 The reason for
all the buzz was due to Netflix’s success, and how its culture’s paradigm is
credited as the catalyst for the success.
While most organizations are run
from the top down, where long hours
are celebrated and job promotions are
based on seniority, Netflix instead
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chose to solely focus on results. As one
slide puts it, "Hard work is not relevant. We don't measure people by how
many hours they work or how much
they are in the office. We do care about
accomplishing great work."2
With that, Netflix doesn't act like your
traditional enterprise. Employees have
unlimited vacation, expenses do not
need approval from managers, and
work hours are not tracked.3
With a sound culture in place, Netflix
has grown from a humble start-up
mailing out DVDs, to a media giant,
changing the way we all consume
content. That being said, a Fortune
500 company and its leaders have a lot
of leeway compared to the small and

medium-sized business. From all this,
I have found that cherry picking great
ideas that lead to efficient solutions,
no matter the size of the business, will
inevitability lead to a more accomplished enterprise.

Communication

The methods and understanding of
communication can make or break a
business. A great leader should know
that one of his main roles is to properly facilitate the lines of communication. Unfortunately, many leaders
fail to understand this point, leaving
employees frustrated.

Luckily, technology has improved in
this arena, and now there are communication platforms (most of them
free) that can help fill the gap. From
my readings about positive workplace
culture, I came up with a three-level
in-house communication protocol,
which has been established at our
manufacturing facility:

1. On the phone/in-person: Used
for emergency situations, customers, or quick answers when
free. Whenever used we typically
take notes and email them to all
appropriate parties.
2. E-mails: Used when dealing with
customers, answers needed within a couple hours, and sharing
attachments.
3. Instant Messaging: The most
used kind of communication;
used for anything not stated
above.

When I first started these communication protocols, I had a lot of skeptics
within our plant. A year later, having
seen their production blossom, I’ve
now turned them all into believers.
When I asked the guys, “What was the
game changer in the communication
protocol that made you into believers?” They cited instant messaging
and records of conversation as the key
components in the communication
equation.

How many times have you lost focus
due to being interrupted with a question that wasn’t pressing? Or how
about the questions cluttering your
email inbox? Instant messaging has
changed all that. With instant messaging, also known as IM, all non-essential lines of dialogue are sent through
the platform, freeing up phone calls
and email inboxes with important
in-house communication or customer
dialogue.

Like IM, a record of conversation can
cut down the weeds that entangle
your business. For an organization to
succeed there must be clear guidance.
Having experienced miscommunication many times, it can become a
hassle when hashing out conflicting
stories. Keeping a record of conversation can stop all this.

IMs and emails already do this.
Keeping records of all phone/in person conversations will also help mitigate misunderstanding. With a record
in place, trying to figure out what was
said is no longer an issue with notes
to turn to. Then issuing those notes to
all parties involved keeps everyone on
the same page.

Decisions

If you ever read about top leaders from
CEOs to Presidents, one thing sticks
out—routine. In an article with Vanity
Fair, President Obama spoke about his
routine—how he arrives at the gym
each morning at the same time, wears
either blue or grey suits, and tries to
pare down decisions.4

Author James Clear best explains
President Obama’s routine through
the concept called “decision fatigue.”5
Clear explains this concept by comparing it to working out:6

As it turns out, your willpower is like a
muscle. And similar to the muscles in your
body, willpower can get fatigued when
you use it over and over again. Every time
you make a decision, it’s like doing another
rep in the gym. And similar to how your
muscles get tired at the end of a workout,
the strength of your willpower fades as you
make more decisions.

By eliminating decisions you’re allowing yourself more time to focus on the
big decisions. You’re also cutting out
the fatigue that decision making can
bring on. Taking it a step further, try
prioritizing these decisions by putting
them into a routine, based off of their
importance.

For example, the President works out
first thing because his health is most
important to him. As the old saying
goes, “Who cares if you have wealth
if you don’t have your health.” Try
doing the same thing in your life: cut
down on your decisions, streamline
your day through a routine, and prioritize what’s most important. You may
just find that this process will give
you a better clarity on what you value
most.

Conclusion

A lot of us, me included, are distracted
on a daily basis from the noise around
us. Our social, family and work life
are constantly in our face saying, “Post
this on social media,” or, “Answer this
email right now.” The only issue is
that your time is not infinite, so use it
wisely.
Learning applicable lessons from
top companies and leaders can help.
Lessons like how to communicate and
making better decisions will aid in
pushing aside the noise, giving you
and your company an edge toward
building an accomplished enterprise.
JONATHAN KARACOZOFF is an Associate
Engineer at Capitol Builders Hardware Inc. He
can be reached at jonk@cbhsec.com.
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Decoded

Small Assembly Occupanies
By Lori Greene, DAHC/CDC, FDAI, FDHI, CCPR

It can be difficult to determine which occupant load factor to use, and the code official may have to be consulted. This layout could either be
considered an educational classroom or unconcentrated assembly space.
© Shutterstock | Jerry Portelli

It is not uncommon for a building classified
as another occupancy type to include an area
used for assembly. For example, a nursing
home would typically have a dining room,
an office building might have a large conference center, or an apartment complex could
have a function room that can be used for
parties. Because the requirements for egress
– including the need for panic hardware – are
affected by the occupancy classification, I frequently receive questions about these types of
spaces.
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An Assembly occupancy is defined by NFPA
101 – The Life Safety Code as, “An occupancy (1)
used for a gathering of 50 or more persons for deliberation, worship, entertainment, eating, drinking,
amusement, awaiting transportation, or similar
uses; or (2) used as a special amusement building,
regardless of occupant load.” The International
Building Code (IBC) includes a similar definition for Use Group A (Assembly) – “Assembly
Group A occupancy includes, among others, the
use of a building or structure, or a portion thereof,
for the gathering of persons for purposes such as

civic, social or religious functions; recreation, food or drink consumption or
awaiting transportation.” The IBC further divides this use group into five
sub-groups, depending on how the
building or area is used.

Although the IBC’s definition of
an Assembly occupancy does not
include the 50-person minimum
stated in NFPA 101, the IBC does
clarify this by defining “small
assembly spaces.” In paragraph
303.1.2, the 2015 edition of the IBC
states that the following rooms and
spaces are not Assembly occupancies:
• A room or space used for
assembly purposes that has an
occupant load of less than 50
people and is accessory to another
occupancy type.
• A room or space used for
assembly purposes that is less
than 750 square feet in area and
is accessory to another occupancy
type.

Small assembly occupancies meeting
either one of these criteria are classified as the same use group that
they are accessory to, or Group B
(Business) occupancies. For example,
an employee lunch room in an office
building is a Group B (Business)
occupancy if it has an occupant load
of less than 50 people or if it is less
than 750 square feet. It is a Group
A (Assembly) occupancy if it does
not fall into one of these categories.
The small assembly space must be
accessory to the principal occupancy
of the structure, which means that
the assembly space must be subordinate and secondary to the primary
occupancy.
Both NFPA 101 and the IBC require
panic hardware or fire exit hardware
for doors that lock or latch, when
serving an Assembly occupancy—
including all doors that are part of
the egress routes from the assembly
space to the public way. For NFPA
101, this applies to egress doors

serving an assembly space with an
occupant load of 100 people or more.

The IBC requires panic hardware or
fire exit hardware for doors that lock
or latch when serving an occupant
load of 50 people or more. (Note:
These model codes also include
requirements for panic hardware
in Educational and High Hazard
occupancies.)

The confusion arises when a building
contains a space used for assembly
purposes, and a specifier or supplier
is trying to determine whether the
doors serving that area are required
to have panic hardware. For example,
would a college classroom with an
area of 950 square feet require panic
hardware? This is an actual question
that crossed my desk recently, and
I researched the answer with the
National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) and the International Code
Council (ICC).

A college classroom building is
typically defined as a Business
occupancy (not an Educational occupancy which only applies to schools
through 12th grade), but many college classroom buildings contain
Assembly occupancies. NFPA 101
includes in the list of examples for
Assembly occupancies: “College and
university classrooms, 50 persons
and over.” The IBC includes “lecture
halls” on the list of A-3 occupancies,
and states in the Commentary, “For
college buildings, similar to other office
buildings, if there are spaces with occupant loads of greater than 50 (such as
cafeterias or lecture halls), by the character of the space and the level of fire
hazard they would be appropriately classified as Group A-2 or A-3, respectively.”

The occupant load is the key to determining if our 950-square-foot college
classroom is an Assembly occupancy
and therefore requires panic hardware. I covered the calculation of
occupant loads in an earlier column
(Doors + Hardware, September 2014),
so I will stick to calculating the load

for our example. The occupant load
of the classroom is calculated by
taking the area of the classroom (950
SF) and dividing by an occupant
load factor. In the 2015 IBC these
occupant load factors are shown in
Table 1004.1.2 – Maximum Floor Area
Allowances Per Occupant. In the 2015
edition of NFPA 101, it’s Table 7.3.1.2
– Occupant Load Factor.

The occupant load factor used in
the calculation depends on how the
room will be used, and the factors in
the IBC and NFPA 101 are basically
the same:
• Educational classrooms – 20 net
square feet per person

• Educational shops, laboratories,
vocational rooms – 50 net square
feet per person
• Assembly – concentrated use,
without fixed seating – 7 net
square feet per person

• Assembly – unconcentrated use
(tables and chairs), without fixed
seating – 15 net square feet per
person.

Note: The IBC also includes a factor
for Assembly with standing space
(no tables or chairs), but this would
not typically apply to a classroom.
If a classroom has fixed seating, the
number of fixed seats is used to calculate the occupant load.

Because the use of a room may
change, the expected layout that
results in the highest calculated
occupant load should be used. For
example, if the room is often set up
with tables and chairs, but it is set up
with only chairs on other occasions,
the concentrated use factor of 7 net
square feet per person would apply.
If the room was always set up with
desks and chairs, the educational
classroom factor of 20 net square feet
per person would apply.
Using our classroom area of 950
square feet divided by the educational classroom factor of 20 net
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This classroom layout could be considered a concentrated assembly use, or an educational classroom.

square feet per person results in an occupant
load of 48 people. The means that one exit
would be sufficient for this layout, and panic
hardware would not be required. Using the
concentrated use factor of seven net square feet
per person results in an occupant load of 136
people, which would require two exits with
panic hardware.
There is a bit of interpretation required to
determine which occupant load factor to use.
There’s a fine line between an unconcentrated
assembly space (15 net square feet per person)
and an educational classroom (20 net square
feet per person), so it may be difficult to predict which factor a code official will use. This
would impact the 950-square-foot college
classroom example; if the room is considered
unconcentrated assembly space, the occupant
load is 63, which means that the IBC requires
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the room to have two exits and panic hardware. If the room is considered an educational
classroom, the occupant load is 48, and one exit
without panic hardware would be sufficient.
Refer to the NFPA 101 Handbook or the IBC
Commentary for some additional examples
of small assembly occupancies and further
instructions on how to calculate the occupant load. As always, the Authority Having
Jurisdiction should be consulted for additional
information and assistance.

LORI GREENE, DAHC/CDC, FDAI,
FDHI, CCPR, is the Manager of Codes
and Resources for Allegion. She can
be reached at Lori.Greene@allegion.
com or iDigHardware.com.

Real Openings

Summer Getaway Edition
By Mark J. Berger

What does it take to pull together a column? The first step for me
is a deadline, and even then I usually stretch that a little. Second is
a review of photographs, where I see what’s in the hopper. I place
all the photos I have in a single directory, and then start to organize
them naturally. I also place all the readers’ photos in a separate
directory. Generally, those are reserved for the Reader’s Photos columns, but sometimes the shots make it into a themed column, like
this one.
Next is the review of columns produced over the last 12 months.
Not every column can highlight illegally locked doors. Maybe there
will come a time when I’ll only have enough photos for one column
a year with those. I try not to repeat a themed column within the
year. I also try not to repeat photos, so reviewing the previous columns is pretty important.
Here’s a little secret about the column titles; they are a quick guide
to refresh my memory. Last August’s column was entitled “What
Were They Thinking?” (a title I’m sure I will use again in the future),
and it highlighted all kinds of door hardware errors.
This year, we’ll spend our second beach column (we all bring our
Doors + Hardware magazines to the beach to read, don’t we?)
talking about the creative way pulls are designed. If you see
some interesting ones at the beach, on vacation or as part of your
everyday life, please send them in.

 NOT FOR THE NBA
Don’t you hate it when the hardware doesn’t match the door?
Judging by the hole between the cylinder and the top of the pull,
looks like there was different hardware on the door. Someone must
have really liked the long pull and decided they must be installed.
The sign on the door refers to personal training, which must include
how to bend to pull the door open without hurting yourself.

 GETTING THE MESSAGE ACROSS
Sometimes the pulls are way too attractive and look like a work of
art. What better way to remind people why they are there in the
first place than including the word “Pull” on them.
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 FLIP FOR THESE PULLS
One way to build brand loyalty is creating a touchy-feely experience
with your customers. And why not start the fun at the door? Much
smarter than that whole “Herb the nerd” campaign.

 DANGEROUS MOVIE THEATER
Our friend John Ream of Access Hardware is a fellow SADH sufferer
and is always on the lookout for the unusual and the unlawful. One
of the downfalls of a pair of pulls is the ability to place a chain and
padlock through them. And if you are wondering what SADH stands
for, it is “Stares at Door Hardware.”

VACATION PULLS
Every part of a vacation should
be fun and part of mine
involves finding interesting
hardware. California never disappoints and here are some
distinctive pulls from the Santa
Barbara Courthouse. While the
view from the tower is terrific
and the building’s architecture
and history is very exciting, my
trip was complete before stepping in, as I had the opportunity to see the terrific pulls.
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 MAKE A STATEMENT
DHI Governor Jana Carlisle knows a big deal when
she sees it. And you’d be hard pressed to find any pull
bigger than this one. Actually, if you do find one, please
send a picture in.

 TOO MUCH
Scratched my head on this one. Ultimately, I’ve come to
the conclusion that the rental agent must have added
the pushbutton code lock on top, which should be
removed when the space is rented. And will leave some
nasty holes.

MARK BERGER is the President
and Chief Product Officer of
Securitech Group, as well as the
chair of the Builders Hardware
Manufacturers Association Codes &
Government Affairs Committee. All
"Real Openings" photos have been
taken in public spaces with the
goal of highlighting the prevalence
of code violations and the need for
vigilance to save lives. If you see
something, say something.
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The images shown here are
not intended to reflect upon
any specific manufacturer or
products but are intended to
help build awareness around
the everyday code violations
that occur in buildings over
time, despite our members’ best
efforts to provide solutions to
secure the life safety and security
of the building occupants.

Managing the Balance of Life
Safety and Security
DHI members are the only certiﬁed, credentialed professionals with the experience to ﬁnd the right
balance between life safety and security in the non-residential architectural openings industry.
When it comes to public buildings, it’s easy
to take the doors and entryways for granted.
A major challenge is that often door security
measures can undermine human safety. It is
critical that door assemblies provide the
correct balance of life safety and security
while meeting building and ﬁre codes.

Building codes and product standards are
complicated. And there are thousands of
combinations of doors and hardware. In
fact, while doors and openings represent
only 2% of a new facility’s average construction costs, they constitute more
than 30% of punch-list issues. That is
why it’s important to get it right the ﬁrst
time, at the beginning stages of a project.
Do not drop the ball—make sure your doors
and entryways meet the correct standards.

Where do I ﬁnd the industry experts
to strike the right balance of life
safety and security?
Contact a DHI-certiﬁed consultant!
Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC),
Certiﬁed Door Consultant (CDC), Electriﬁed
Hardware Consultant (EHC) and Architectural Openings Consultant (AOC) are the
certiﬁcation designations recognized as
marks of excellence throughout the industry.
These professional certiﬁcations attest to the
extensive knowledge of the individual and
that he or she is a professional prepared to
provide sound architectural door and hardware speciﬁcation advice to architects, contractors and building owners.

To ﬁnd a DHI-Certiﬁed Consultant near you, visit
www.dhi.org/FindAProfessional or call 703/222-2010.

The Revenue
Growth Habit

REVENUE GROWTH TRUTHS
By Alex Goldfayn
You deserve more revenue because you do
great work. You help your customers a great
deal. They are very happy. That’s why they’ve
been coming to you for years, and sometimes
decades.

Sure, sometimes they’re upset, but that’s life.
If you zoom out from the individual problem,
your customers are thrilled with you. You save
them time and money. Your reliability helps
them sleep at night. Your great work allows
them to focus on other important tasks. As
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such, they deserve more of your help. And
more people like them— your prospects—
deserve to enjoy your value. And you deserve
for your sales to grow. So does your family,
which supports you. So do your customers, and
your prospects, and vendors, all of whom wish
to work with a thriving, successful organization as opposed to one that is struggling.
You deserve more revenue because you do great
work, your customers are very happy, and they
would like to benefit more from your value.

We are not intruding when we call the customer. We are not
imposing or taking their time. We are offering them our great
value. They would like to have more of it.
Your customers only know about a small fraction of what
you can sell them. Customers niche us into being a provider only of what they buy from us. Just because we tell
them we do other things does not mean they know we do
these other things. How many times has a customer told
you, “I didn’t know you did that,” when you’ve already
told them about that very thing?
Therefore, we must systematically tell people about all of
what they can buy from us. It’s impossible to communicate too much. There’s no such thing as telling people too
much about the different things they can buy from you. So
tell them. Tell them on the phone. Tell them by email. Tell
them in person. Tell them by snail mail. Just tell them.
You are not lucky when your customer chooses you or
picks up the phone when you call. The customer is lucky to
have you. This is how to think. We need confidence and
boldness to improve sales quickly. We are not intruding
when we call the customer. We are not imposing or taking
their time. We are offering them our great value. They
would like to have more of it. They are buying things from
your competition right now that they would like to buy
from you. Feel strong. Feel confident. And behave boldly.
Your customers love you. They’re lucky to have you.

Customer testimonials make us bold. You cannot sit
down at your desk and decide that you are wonderful,
and your customers love you, and that you will now
think and behave accordingly. That’s really hard to do;
maybe impossible.

If you are an owner or a manager, you can’t simply tell
your staff that they are amazing and wonderful, and
ask them to behave accordingly. The way to do this is to

hear how wonderful you are from your good customers.
Because they will tell you. If only we’d ask, they would
tell us. Ask your customers what they like best about
working with you. They will tell you. Then ask them
how that helps them. They will tell you. Then ask them if
you can use their comments in your materials. They will
almost always say yes. Now you have the fuel to make
yourself and your colleagues bolder.
Want to grow revenue? Communicate more! The more
that people hear from us, the more they buy from us. So,
let them hear from you. Systematize these communications as you would automate deposits into a savings or
investment account. Assign somebody to follow up on all
quotes and proposals, three times ideally.

Add a “Did you know?” question to the signature of
every email. Send a good newsletter every two weeks,
and pre-write several of them so you have some in the
bank. You’re probably on the phone with, or in front of,
customers all day long. Don’t end a single conversation
before asking the “Did you know?” question, or, perhaps,
for a referral.
Customers want to buy more from us. We need to help
them do that. 

ALEX GOLDFAYN runs The Revenue Growth
Consultancy, which helps companies and sales
departments grow revenue quickly and easily by
implementing a system of simple communications
techniques. To discuss growing your business in
this way, email alex@evangelistmktg.com or call
him at 847.459.6322.
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Don’t Stop Learning...
Your Future Hinges On It
DHI is changing, and our education and certifications are evolving with it.
But no education is ever wasted, and what you take now will always count later.
We’re here to help.

Self-Paced Online Courses
Online – on your own time.
COR101: Fundamentals of Doors and Hardware
• The first step on the education path for those working in and with the door and hardware industry.

COR103: Understanding & Using Construction Documents
• Provides estimators, detailers, and project managers with the essential knowledge to sort through
construction documents to find the information they need.

CE1401: Codes and Standards Update
• Walks you through the changes in the current editions of NFPA 80 (2013) and NFPA 101 (2012) that
apply to our industry.

CE600: 2012 Update: Fire & Egress Door Assembly Inspections Online Class
• Covers changes in: NFPA 80, Fire Door and Other Opening Protectives – 2010 edition; NFPA 101, Life
Safety Code® – 2009 edition; and NFPA 101, Life Safety Code® – 2012 edition.

NEW! CE1501: 2015 IBC Code Update for Swinging Door Openings
• Students who hold one or more of DHI’s professional certifications (e.g., AHC, CDC, EHC, or AOC) and
who are participating in the DHI Continuing Education Program (CEP) will receive 10 technical CEP points
upon successful completion of this course.

For more details, email education@dhi.org.

2016–17 Education Schedule
Fall Technical School
OCTOBER 24–29, 2016

Chaparral Suites | Scottsdale, AZ
COURSE CURRICULUM
MON 10/24

TUES 10/25

WED 10/26

COR120 Door & Frame Applns

THURS 10/27

FRI 10/28

COR103 Understanding
& Using Constr Doc

COR113 Architectural Hardware & Applications

COR140 Using Codes & Standards

SAT 10/29

COR147 Introduction to Specification Writing

COR133 Elect Arch Hdw

AHC200 Masterkeying

AHC205 Detailing Hardware

AHC220 AHC Exam Prep
AHC215 Writing Hdw Specs
COR160 Mat Purch
Concepts

COR125 Takeoff and Estimating
CDC300 Using Dr
& Fr Stds

COR153 Installation Coord & Proj Mgmt

CDC305 Detailing Doors & Frames

CDC310 Writing Door & Frame Specifications

EHC400 Electrifed Hardware Applications & Documentation
EHC410 EAC & EH Installation & Troubleshooting

EHC405 Access Control & Electrfied Hdw Systems
EHC420 EHC Exam Prep

Classes/schedule are subject to change.
*AHC215 will be face-to-face on 10/24–10/28
This course will be held again in the Spring of 2017 and may be a Hybrid online course at that time.

FUTURE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
November 5–10, 2016
Sheraton Cavalier Hotel
Calgary, Alberta

November 14–17, 2016
DAI600 Fire and Egress
Door Assembly Inspection
DHI Headquarters
Chantilly , VA

April 1–9, 2017
National Conference Center
Lansdowne, VA

October 22–29, 2017
Chaparral Suites
(soon to be Embassy Suites)
Scottsdale, AZ

DHI’s Microlearning Classes
Bite-Sized Education Delivered by Your Chapter or Your Company
CONVENIENT: 2 to 4-Hour Classes | AFFORDABLE | VALUABLE: CEP Points Awarded

CE1503: Intermediate Electrified Access Control
• 3-hour class; 9 Technical CEP Points

CE1504: ICC Code Update Roundtable
• Two parts; can be taught separately in 2-hour classes or both parts together as a 4-hour class
• 2-hour class: 6 Technical CEP points; 4-hour class: 12 Technical CEP points

CE1505: Managing Projects, Time, Money & Materials
• 4-hour class: 12 Technical CEP points

CE1603: Basic Master Keying
• 2-hour class: 6 CEP points

Sign Up Today and Take Advantage of These Great Opportunities!

For more details, email education@dhi.org.

Shelf Life
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INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
What do you do? If you are alone in your office, you
can say it out loud; I won’t tell anyone you are talking
to a computer screen or a magazine. But what is your
job function? What position do you hold in your
company? Who are your direct reports? What departments do you feel that you have to have a good
relationship with? Now the million-dollar question:
who do you feel like you do not need to have a good
relationship with? (I hope you said, “I need to have
good relationships with all departments.”)

I think most of us can agree that the core group of
people who work for us and with us are the most
important relationships that we need to hold on to
and nurture. We need to be compassionate, helpful
and thoughtful in our relationships. No one needs to
get dragged to Human Resources for misunderstanding a food allergy just because they are angry at you
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for a negative internal relationship (I practically need
counseling because of a situation just like that).

You as a person only have so much to give of our time
and energy. You are there 40-plus hours a week; most
of your life is spent at work. One of the roadblocks in
keeping up your internal relationships is that there
just is not enough time in the day. A fear might be
that you will no longer have time to do what you need
to do. Another one is weakness. I say this because
no one wants to be taken advantage of. A real fear
is that no one will think for themselves or be able to
make a good decision without holding you personally
accountable. No one wants to be the only instrument
in the band playing.
So now that we have that sorted out, I have another
question for you, just one more: How many labor

If you transfer a call to customer service or inside sales and
the answer you have given is wrong or misguided, cheap,
or expensive, you are going to get a bad name. Go to the
agent who took the call and let them know how much you
appreciate their hard work. If you answered the question
correctly, you saved money and time, and you may have
even gotten the sale, you made the customer feel great, and
took a load off customer service, making them look great
as well. That is great upkeep of an internal relationship in
your company that will save you money and add to the
bottom line.
Customer Service/Inside Sales/Outside Sales: Have you
ever needed 400 bazillion washers, pieces of steel, or pipe
fittings that are custom, special, or just weird? If you have
treated purchasing kindly, used them appropriately (thus
not wasting their time and company money with pipe
dream fantasy orders) you will get 400 bazillion, by tomorrow, with free shipping, a sample, and a cookie. If your experience is not as happy as that, maybe you are difficult to
talk to, short when you email, keep your office door closed,
and only demand things and bark orders. Think about it—
do you get the cookie or 3.3 pieces and a backorder? These
people are good at what they do, and they need your help
doing their job well.

I could write for a month on the millions of different ways
that internal customers are just as important as or maybe
even more important than your external relationships. I will
tell you that your customers know if you have good internal customer relationships or not. They can see it in how
your company delivers, how your teams treat them, and
how willing you are to “bend” when they need it.

dollars do you lose by not having those relationships be not
only functional but prosperous? (I will even insert a moment
of silence for you to attempt to calculate the cost.) This is not
a number you can come up with; I don’t care how diligent
you are. Negative or broken internal relationships are a silent
drain on your net profit. This is a cold, calculating thief of
your bonus dollars; so stop letting it happen.
Start immediately by figuring out your connection with
every department in the company. Are you a CEO? If so,
you should probably realize that your relationship is with
everyone on a cellular level. If you are an operations manager, or a call center guy or gal, maybe you drive a delivery
truck, or just count endless rows of inventory. Purchasing,
Accounting, Warehouse, Management—all these departments have internal customers. Some are going to be closer
than others, but at the end of the day, we do not always consider these relationships as costing your company net profit.

Think about this: if you get a phone call from a customer and you “handle it,” make sure that you refer them to
customer service or inside/outside sales to seal the relationship. Not that you in your position can’t handle the call, but
you want the customer to see that they have a main person
to talk to and that you are overflow or technical, etc.

You are a web, you are a team, you are a group and one cannot work without the other. So no matter if you are changing
the way you use the software, or adding/subtracting procedures, find out who and what departments are affected
down the line. Make a type of flow chart that shows the
issue going downstream. Most software packages even have
a test environment so you can try out your ideas, hopes, and
dreams. This will allow you the opportunity to consult other
departments that use the software differently.
Just remember the golden rule: do unto others as you
would have them do unto you. If you keep that in mind,
you can resolve issues before they arise. This thought
process creates a culture of understanding that will further
your business, save labor dollars, and create an amazing
customer experience inside and out. 

DANAH HEAD is an Executive Advisor for The
Distribution Team, a firm that specializes in helping
distributors become more profitable through strategic planning and operating efficiencies. She
holds an MBA in technology management for
supply chain and completed work for a master’s
in adult education and corporate training. For
more information, call 479.381.8495 or e-mail
danah@distributionteam.com.
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As DHI prepares to launch an all-new website this summer,
we thought it would be fun to take a look back at the origins of dhi.org.

Faces

59

DHI members have volunteered
to be the “Face” of DHI since
2011. Interested in being
spotlighted to the entire DHI
membership? Email Paige
Horton, phorton@dhi.org.
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Coming in September
D+H:

 Shake and Burn: Up Close at a
Seismic and Fire Test
 Maximizing Fire-Rated
Glazing in Doors
 2016 Readers Survey Results

WHAT IS THE PROFIT REPORT?
DHI's Annual Profit Report is one of the most significant benefits
of corporate membership. Participants in the annual Profit Survey
receive a copy of the Profit Report, a financial and operating
profile of the entire industry; a Profit Improvement Profile of
their firm; the Profit Toolkit Online to assist in financial planning;
and benchmarking information to indicate what each member
must do to improve profitability. Want more? DHI corporate
members can access the full report at www.dhi.org.

Number of times per year that DHI
publishes IndustryWatch, our biweekly
industry eNewsletter. New hire? New
product? New website, service or catalog?
Share this information with 10,000+ IndustryWatch readers. Submit your press
release for consideration to dgable@dhi.org.
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Quotable:
“ADA has been around for 25 years and is here to stay. The door and hardware industry will increasingly
be called upon to provide accessibility products and solutions to large and small businesses and public
entities. With the growing Baby Boomer generation reaching retirement age, this will continue to demand
full inclusion in the social and economic fabric of our country, and it behooves providers of products and
builders to familiarize themselves as much as possible with ADA requirements.”
- Tim Vanderheiden, J.D., and Paul Klein, CASp, in this month’s article,
Getting Through the Door: Solving Complex Barriers to Accessibility.
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Closing
Thoughts

Architectural Dilemma: Door Knobs
on the Way Out?
By Raheel Ahmad

Despite their unmistakable aesthetic uniqueness and
utilitarian value, door knobs have faced a huge challenge in
the recent years. With a growing awareness in the architectural community for providing easier universal access, the
challenge for door knobs is to get rid of their un-friendliness
towards the disabled, elderly and children. They are often
thought up as wrist wrenching and arm twisting devices which
sometimes make accessibility rather difficult. If door knob
manufacturers are not able to overcome this challenge, knobs
may become obsolete, replaced by door lever handles.
The origin of the door knob is lost in history. Long before they
were invented and became popular, people opened, closed
and latched doors with wood handles, iron bars, leather
thongs, strings, cables, or anything at hand.
In the U.S., the first patent for pressing glass knobs by mechanical means was granted in 1824 to Pittsburgh’s John P. Bakewell
for use as furniture pulls. Two years later, Henry Whitney and
Enoch Robinson of the New England Glass Company patented a
variation of the glass pressing machine for making doorknobs.
In 1831, another glass maker, Spencer Richards, patented one of
the earliest versions of a single knob design.¹ Since then, door
knobs have become an unmistakable feature of all types of
doors.
More than two years have passed since the city of Vancouver
amended its building code to outlaw the use of door knobs
in all new constructions, including private homes. The new
legislation, which became effective in March 2014, requires
that all new buildings be equipped with easier-to-maneuver
lever handles. The change was seen as a victory for universal
design, creating spaces and buildings that are easily accessible
for everyone.
It was also a change that made headlines and sent mild
tremors within the door hardware industry. Such was the
impact that the hugely popular magazine, The Economist, published a detailed story on this issue, acknowledging the fact
that it was rare for changes to a municipal building code to
become headline news. In a broader sense, the logic behind
this change made perfect sense, even to those in the door
hardware industry—to make the buildings elderly-friendly.

However, the issue which didn’t make sense to many door
knob lovers was the decision to impose a blanket ban. Some
critics of this ban argued that besides aesthetics, lawmakers
overlooked crucial safety factors.
Door knob manufacturers are watching these developments
closely, but to date, there has been no negative impact on
the global demand for these products. The U.S. and European
markets continue to fuel the market for the knobs in the door
hardware category.
Some people believe that other governments, especially
within Canada, are likely to follow the lines of the Vancouver
ruling if the outcomes are positive. But industry watchers
do not fully agree with this argument. Such rulings may not
be replicated easily elsewhere because of various reasons,
including curbing aesthetic freedom to economic considerations; the likely industry protests notwithstanding.
The U.S. door knob industry largely relies on India and China
for much of their production needs. Many of the big manufacturers have either established production facilities in China or
India. Others have entered into long-term tie-ups with manufacturers based in these low-cost countries.
Interestingly, like many other mid-size companies, our group,
Global Metal Company, produces hundreds of door knob
designs every year and we are equally concerned. Companies
like us need to quickly integrate newer technologies like electronic access with our existing designs. Otherwise, the market
uncertainty will remain a big obstacle for our future growth.
The question of survival of door knobs poses a big question
to the architectural community as well. If the perceived threat
becomes a reality at the global level, then it would certainly
draw curtains over a hugely popular building ornament. In
the unlikely event of death of door knobs, architects and
designers would lose one of the most appealing design elements. And of course, the door knobs manufacturers would
have to realign their strategies and the design fundamentals.
RAHEEL AHMAD is Director, Global Metal Company. He can be
reached at raheel@globalmetal.in.
¹ “Vancouver’s Ban on the Humble Doorknob Likely to be a Trendsetter,” Jeff
Lee, Vancouver Sun, Nov. 14, 2013
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Powerful Solutions

from the names
you trust.

ND and AL Cylindrical Locks
When personal security and property are at
stake, trust the tough, durable ND and AL
Series Cylindrical lever locks from Schlage.
Trust Akron Hardware to deliver the ND and AL
Series with the powerful combination of speed and
availability. We ship your orders the same day you
call. We’re trained to answer all of your Schlage
questions quickly and accurately. And, visit us
online at www.akronhardware.com
for special offers on ND and AL Series
Cylindrical Levers for a limited time.

Powerful Solutions
800-321-9602

www.akronhardware.com

Akron Hardware also proudly distributes:
RESIDENTIAL

1.75 MILLION SKUS IN STOCK NOW.
As the industry’s largest electrical and
mechanical door hardware distributor, we also
maintain the largest inventory. So no matter what
you’re looking for, we’re sure to have exactly
what you need, precisely when you need it.
That’s just one more reason industry pros choose
Security Lock Distributors. Again and again.

seclock.com | 800-847-5625

INFORMED. IN STOCK. IN DEPTH.

